[1] An algorithm of forecasting of the ionosphere F 2 layer critical frequency for time intervals: 1, 2, 3, 12, and 24 hours was developed on the basis of the technology of artificial neural networks (ANN). The experimental search for a valid training array and architecture of ANN was performed. The solar wind parameters, interplanetary magnetic field, and geomagnetic disturbance indexes were additionally used in the forecasting. This made it possible to improve its effectiveness. The practical importance of the performed work is in the application of its results for efficient correction of the ionosphere model for an improvement of the ionosphere shortwave radio communication. 
Introduction
[2] Forecasting of ionosphere parameters for intervals from 30 min up to a few hours is used to increase the reliability of the shortwave (SW) radio communication. Solving this problem one founds that sophistication of the used physical models often does not lead to the desirable result. It happens because the entire physical picture of ionosphere processes is fairly various and involves many factors and parameters. In these conditions a complication of the analytical model does not lead to an improvement of the forecasts. Moreover, the ionosphere-magnetosphere interaction caused by the solar-terrestrial relations is significant. However, there exists an alternate approach for solution of similar problems: the method based on using a mathematical simulation of the artificial intellect [Kruglov and Borisov, 2000] . It is a method of artificial neural networks (ANN). It combines a correlative processing with nonlinear transformation of the studied multiple-factor sequence.
[3] Neural networks are trained on the basis of experimental data and during the learning process fit automatically the weight coefficients between its elements (neurons). Af- ter that they can successfully forecast the studied process. The advantage of the ANN method is a possibility of obtaining implicit model of the system without building of its particular physical model using only rather large experimental databases. At the same time, using the experimental data in the ANN technology one has to have physical concepts on the studied cause-effect relations.
[4] The analysis of the works related to a usage of neural networks for solution of physical and mathematical problems shows that the neural network approach have advantages (as compared to the traditional methods) in three cases. First, when the considered problem because of particular features cannot be adequately formalized by traditional mathematical methods because it contains elements of uncertainly. Second, when the considered problem is formalized but currently there is no algorithm for its solution. Third, when for the considered, well-formalized problem there exists a corresponding mathematical algorithm, but a realization of calculations with the help of it on the basis of the available computer systems does not satisfy the requirements of obtaining the solution in time, power consumption, etc. In such situation one has either to simplify the algorithms and so to decrease the solution quality or to apply the corresponding neural network approach if it provides the needed quality of the problem solution [Dyakonov and Kruglov, 2001] .
[5] Very high interest to neural networks shown by spe-cialists from various spheres of activity is due first of all, to a very wide range of the problems solved by it and also by some advantages in comparison to other methods. Neural networks are intensively used in processing of images and nonlinear control, clarification of images and adaptive filtration, identification, and financial forecasting.
[6] Currently, the ANN method is actively applied in forecasting problems for various geophysical applications. An incomplete list of problems successfully solved with attraction of this method is the following: long-term forecasting of the solar activity indices , forecasting of the Dst geomagnetic index , recovering of gaps in the records of some magnetic observatories using the data of other stations [Barkhatov et al., 2002a [Barkhatov et al., , 2002b , determination of the influence of a substorm on geomagnetic storms [Munsami, 2000] , simulation of the solar wind influence on the magnetosphere [Gleisner and Lundstedt, 2001 ], forecasting of magnetic storms [Gleisner et al., 1996; Lundstedt and Wintoft, 1994] , identification of substorms using the P2 pulsations [Sutcliffe, 1997] , simulation of the development of the geomagnetic diurnal variation [Sutcliffe, 2000] , and forecasting of solar activity [Conway et al., 1998; Fessant et al., 1996] and processes in the solar wind [Wintoft and Lundstedt, 1999] .
[7] The ANN method has been used also for a forecasting of ionospheric parameters, including forecasting of ionospheric electron density profile [McKinnell, 2003] , forecasting of the ionosphere critical frequency in moderately quiet conditions [Barkhatov et al., 2003] and during geomagnetic disturbances [Wintoft and Cander, 2000] .
[8] However, Barkhatov et al. [2003] did not take into account solar-terrestrial relations. Therefore is seems important to specify the physical model taking into account the impact of varying parameters of the solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field on the ionospheric processes. Moreover, the used Elman network (due to the simple algorithm of the gradient descent) has limited intellectual possibilities and this leads to a simple remembering of the analyzing process.
[9] This paper is dedicated to the study of possibilities of forecasting of the critical frequency taking into account not only the process prehistory, but introducing into the consideration also solar wind parameters (PSW), interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), their physically reasonable combinations, and also indices of global and local geomagnetic activity. In other words the systematized approach which is taking into account input into the neural network of predictors determining a level of the solar-terrestrial interactions is proposed. The physical aims of the study determine a choice of more branched ANN based on a more sophisticated algorithm than the Elman network.
Choice of the Algorithm and Architecture of the Neural Network
[10] The architecture of AAN was determined on the basis of the physical ideas on the cause-consequence relations and development of the global processes in the magnetosphere, the ionosphere being a part of the latter. According to that the input vectors in the architecture are subdivided to the vectors determining the prehistory (which describes the behavior of the complex of the critical frequency parameters) and vectors describing the near-Earth space.
[11] As far as the search of the training sequence assumed a presence in the input database of the PSW and IMF parameters, exclusively for these parameters a separate input with the block of dynamical delay of the signal was created. This is due to the fact that the above indicated parameters are registered at a space vehicle far outside the Earth, i.e., earlier by a few hours than other parameters. To take into account the difference and to find what delay provides the best result, the block made it possible to regulate the delay time with a step of 30 min. From logical considerations this time should be within 1-3 hours. The second input has no delay. It is designed for the other parameters being registered directly on the Earth. As far as we assume to obtain as a result the only sequence (the temporal series of the forecasted values of the critical frequency) the output of the neural network is one neuron.
[12] It is known that the algorithm of training neural networks is analogous to the algorithms of the search for the extreme of a function of many dimensional variables. In the ANN of error backpropagation, to do that the error appearing in the entrance layer is calculated and the vector of the gradient as a function of the weights and shifts is calculated. This vector indicates the direction of the shortest descent along the plane to the given points, so if one moves in this direction the error decreases.
[13] The descent algorithm used earlier uses a constant step of iteration and is quite inefficient in the case when the derivatives with the respect to various weights differ considerably and the function relief is very complicated. In this case for a smooth decrease of the error one should choose very small training rate dictated by the maximum derivative, whereas the distance to the minimum by an order of magnitude is determined by the maximum derivative. As a result the teaching process becomes very slow. Moreover oscillations inevitably occur in the vicinity of the minimum and the teaching looses its attractive quality of the error decrease. Among the algorithms performing the above indicated operation and using the method of error backpropagation, there are more sophisticated algorithms free of this defect. First of all, it is an algorithm of conjugated gradients based on the permanent correction of the iteration step and a search for an optimum descent down to the minimum. Even more sophisticated and alternate to the previous one is the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm [Medvedev and Potemkin, 2002] based on calculations of the second partial derivatives with respect to weights and shifts from the error functional. This algorithm enters the group of the quasi-Newton methods.
[14] The preliminary numerical simulations confirmed correctness of the theoretical reason of the choice of the proper architecture of the neural network and algorithm. As a result, a two-layer network was considered. Each hidden layer of this network contains two neurons having feedback loops. It is realized by an intrusion into the scheme of con- text neurons. This separation of the input vectors (parameters) caused by the physical reason and their considerable quantity satisfy the chosen LM algorithm. This algorithm requires enough branching of the network and multistep internal nonlinear memory. This can be provided in our case only be an increase of the hidden layers. The architecture of the used network is shown in Figure 1 .
[15] The Newton method is used for the accelerated training of the chosen ANN. The main step of the method is determined by the relation
where x k is the vector of the tuned parameters, H k is the Gesse matrix of the second partial derivatives of the error functional on the tuned parameters, and g k is the vector of the gradient of the error functional. The minimization procedures based on the Newton method as a rule convergence more rapidly than the same procedures based on the method of conjugated gradients. However, the calculation of the Gesse matrix is a complicated and expensive (in the computation aspect) procedure. Therefore a set of algorithms was developed on the basis of the Newton method but not requiring calculation of the second derivatives. This set of quasi-Newton algorithms uses at each iteration some approximated evaluation of the Gesse matrix.
[16] The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (trainlm in the terminology of the MATLAB system) realizes the following strategy for evaluation of the Gesse matrix. Assuming that the functional is determined as a sum of errors squared, the Gessian may be approximately calculated as
and the gradient calculated by
where J = dJ/dW is the Jacoby matrix of the derivatives of the error functional on the tuned parameters and e is the vector of the network errors. The Jacoby matrix can be calculated using the standard method of the return propagation of the error, the method being much simpler than calculation of the Gesse matrix.
[17] The trainlm algorithm uses the above indicated (2) approximation of the Gessian:
where I is the unit matrix. When the µ coefficient is equal to zero, we obtain the Newton method in the form of (2); when the value of µ is high we obtain the gradient descent method with a small step. As far as the Newton method has a high accuracy and convergence rate in the vicinity of the minimum, the problem is in the minimization process to transfer as soon as possible to the Newton method. To do that, the µ parameter is decreased after each successful iteration and is increased only then when the test step shows that the error functional increases. This strategy provides a decrease of the error after each iteration of the algorithm.
[18] The algorithms based on the approximated Newton method require a larger amount of calculations at each iteration and vaster memory volume. Using these algorithms one has to keep at each iteration the estimate of the Gesse matrix, its dimensions being determined by the number of the tuned parameters. One can hardly able to determine which training algorithm would be the most rapid while solving this or that problem. It depends on many factors including the completeness of the problem, number of elements of the training arrays, number of tuned parameters of the network, and the final error. For the networks whose matrixes of weights and shifts have hundreds of elements (their number in their turn is determined by the dimensions of the input vectors) the LM algorithm has the most rapid convergence. This advantage is especially important if a high accuracy of the training is required.
[19] The main defect of the LM algorithm is that it requires a considerable volume of the operative memory to keep large matrixes. The latter means that to evaluate matrix (2) one would need considerable resources for its calculation and storage. As the MATLAB system is oriented to the work with matrices, it presents all versions of their processing and presentation, including a decomposition of large matrices. The work of the LM training algorithm may be programmed in such a way that the matrix of the Gessian evaluation can be split to several submatrices. Let two submatrices are available. Then (2) can be written in the form
Thus the estimate of the Gessian may be calculated using the submatrices of smaller sizes. In the process of Gesse matrix formation the used submatrices may be withdrawn from the operative memory. Such strategy makes it possible to save the volume of the operative memory but decreases the operation rate (was not used in this work). Often it is not enough for a stable numerical computation, because 
Available Data for Training ANN and Tests
[20] The work of the realized method was demonstrated on the 2-month (February-March 2002) database of the half-an-hour values of the ionospheric critical frequency foF 2(fcr) of the F 2 layer (the data are taken from http://www.wdc.rl.ac.uk) for the vertical sounding station Slough (England).
The values of PSW, IMF, and magnetic activity indices were taken at http://www.nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov. A special packet Neural Network Toolbox (which is an applied mathematical expansion of the MATLAB 6 system) was used to realize the ANN method. Currently it is the most powerful universal system of computer mathematics [Dyakonov, 2001; Dyakonov and Kruglov, 2001] .
[21] To train the chosen AAN, the data for FebruaryMarch 2002 were used. They are a sequences of fcr(t), fcr(t) (with the seasonal effect eliminated), dfcr(t)/dt, DI (ionospheric disturbance, i.e., the difference between the observed and mean values of the critical frequency), intensity of the X-ray radiation, solar wind velocity V and particle concentration N , magnitude of IMF and its z component in the SE coordinate system, Dst and Kp indices of geomagnetic activity, and PC index (index of magnetic activity in the polar cusps). On the whole, more than 2000 values of each parameter with the discreteness of 30 min were used.
[22] Moreover, to look for valid training, multitude physically background combinations of input sequences were realized. It was necessary to clarify: how the general efficiency of the forecast would depend on an addition of different parameters and what delay time of the PSW and IMF parameters is most acceptable. In each case series of numerical experiments for the forecasts for 1, 2, 3, 12, and 24 hours were performed with experimental search for the best combination from the time sequences available. Evidently, attraction of all parameters together is not rational, because an extra loading of the neuron network leads to an increase of the adaptation time to new data and to a long training. Thus a particular goal was formulated: to determine a limited set of the input databases such that the attraction of these sets would provide a high quality of the forecasting in each time interval.
[23] The training of the networks was performed using 1661 values (of each input parameter). The forecasting provided obtaining at the ANN output of the values fcr(t + ∆t), where ∆t is the time to which the forecasting was performed: 1 hour in advance, 2 hours in advance, and so on for 830 values.
[24] The objective evaluation of the forecast quality was performed computing the so-called forecasting efficiency value PE :
where T µ is an aim (really registered) value for the comparison with the output for the µth example in the input sequence, O µ is the value of the µth output of ANN for the µth example of the input sequence, T is the averaged over all aim values of the ANN output, and N is the number of the points of the aim process. Thus the prediction efficiency is understood as the unit reduced by the value of the mean relative variation, the latter being a ratio of the standard deviation to the dispersion of the aim process.
[25] The forecast accuracy was estimated also calculating the classical correlation coefficient R between the real and forecasted values of the critical frequency. Moreover, in each numerical simulation a half-an-hour correlation coefficient was calculated over the used time interval. The dynamics of the coefficient made it possible to evaluate the reliability of the forecast during the day. The solution of the problem in question involved a search for a valid training multitude of values and their physically reasonable combinations. The main goal of the study was to confirm the correctness of the physical basis for the choice of the algorithm and architecture of AAN and to create a satisfactory for our aims network with the least possible number of connections. The latter makes it possible to exclude the "remembering" effect and make the forecasting process more intellectual.
Numerical Experiments for 1 Hour Ahead
[26] The first series of the numerical experiments was performed to obtain the forecast 1 hour ahead. The first numerical experiment was aimed at forecasting the process prehistory. The training sequence contained two parameters: the sequence of fcr(t) and its first derivative dfcr(t)/dt. The choice of the derivative was due to the wish to concentrate the "attention" of the network at irregular variations in the critical frequency. In this case, there is no sense in the delay at the network entrance, and the delay block was switched off. The forecasting results were satisfactory: PE = 92% and R = 0.96. As an example, Figure 2 shows the parallel pieces of the forecasted and real sequences of the critical frequency for 4 days out of the entire test interval.
[27] One can see that the forecasting was successful. However, the diurnal behavior of the correlation coefficient showed that the forecast reliability is low in the morning and evening time. The variations in the diurnal behavior of the forecast accuracy are most probably related to various physical processes supporting the electron concentration Ne level in the upper ionosphere in the daytime and at night. In the daytime the Ne level in the F region is determined by the intensity of the solar ionizing radiation, whereas at night it is supported by the plasma fluxes from the protonosphere and by thermosphere winds [Brunelly and Namgaladze, 1988] . Some role in the depletion of the forecast accuracy in the evening and nighttime hours may be played by occurrence of diffuse reflections of the F spread type. In the intermediate period (morning, evening) when the rebuilding of the ionosphere occurs combination of different factors (the relative role of each of them demonstrate considerable variations) is manifested in the depletion of the accuracy of the ionospheric critical frequency forecasting. Figure 3 shows the dynamics of the R coefficient.
[28] To increase the forecast accuracy in the evening and morning hours for the 1 hour ahead forecasting, we decided to involve an extra parameter. As such an added set in the further numerical experiments of the series we used the index of the global geomagnetic activity Dst, DI and hydro- dynamic pressure of the solar wind. The latter was obtained by multiplication of the data sets of N (the concentration of the interplanetary plasma) by V 2 (the solar wind velocity squared). In the latter case the solar wind parameters were involved with different delay (1, 2, and 3 hours) and the efficiency of this delay was studied. The following results were finally obtained. The adding of the Dst index increases PE from 92% to 92.8% with insignificant increase in the total correlation coefficient from 0.96 to 0.97. The adding of DI increases PE up to 93.1% also with an insignificant increase in the total correlation coefficient up to 0.97. The introduction of the hydrodynamic pressure with the delay of 1 hour provided no significant influence on the forecast quality. However, at the 2-hour delay, PE and R increased up to 93.1% and 0.97, respectively. At the delay of the considered set by 3 hours the network stopped learning. This fact indirectly shows that the delay of this parameter was too large for the considered problem.
[29] Further search for a valid training multitude led to finding one more successful combination of the input data. A high accuracy of the forecast to 1 hour ahead was provided by the sequence: IMF modulus, z components of IMF, and the sequence of the critical frequencies and its first derivative. The most successful was the delay of the IMF parameters by 2.5 hours. The forecast accuracy in this case was PE = 93.9% and R = 0.97. Figure 4 shows the forecast result. In the same way as in the previous experiment, the 3-hour delay leads to an interruption of the network operation.
[30] The realization of other combinations of input databases provided no improvement of the results. At the same time, the optimal time delay in PSW and IMF of 2.5 hours was confirmed. The increase of this time up to 3 hours more usually leads to impossibility of the neuron network training.
Numerical Experiments for the Forecast to 2 and 3 Hours Ahead
[31] This series of numerical experiments was performed to study the behavior of the neuron network in the conditions of forecasting to large time intervals: to 2 or 3 hours. As in the first series, the analysis of the work with the network started with the experiment aimed at its training by two input parameters: the sequence of the critical frequencies and the first derivative of this sequence. The results were found strongly different: at the forecast to 2 and 3 hours ahead: PE = 78.2%, R = 0.89 and PE = 58.7%, R = 0.78, respectively. It should be noted that such a strong difference in the forecast accuracy at the increase of the time only by 1 hour from the very beginning made doubtful a possibility of further increase of the forecast time up to 12 and 24 hours. Below we will show that it is not so. Figures 5 and 6 show the results of the forecast to 2 and 3 hours, respectively.
[32] The dynamics of the correlation coefficient for both versions of the forecast showed a low quality of the forecast in some intervals of the day. Figure 7 shows the studied variations of the coefficient R for forecast to 2 and 3 hours ahead.
[33] Further numerical experiments of the series are dedicated to looking for the extra input databases. At the cal- culation of the forecast to 2 hours the addition of the global magnetic activity index Dst increased PE and the total correlation coefficient R from 78.6% to 80.6% and from 0.89 to 0.91, respectively. Introduction of the DI sequence produced no significant effect. Addition of the values of the intensity of the X-ray radiation or Kp (global geomagnetic activity) and PC (magnetic activity in the polar cusps) indices does not influence the quality and accuracy of the forecasts. The combination of sequences: sequence of the critical frequencies, first derivative of this sequence, IMF modulus, Bz components of IMF without a delay, provided the forecast quality with the following parameters: PE = 79.7 and R = 0.91. However, it is known that the IMF and PSW parameters are able to impact the general situation in the ionosphere only after some period of time. Physical considerations state that this delay interval should be within 1-3 hours.
[34] The created model of neutron network made it possible to simulate the delay of the near-Earth parameters relative to the observed critical frequencies with a step of 30 min. Further, we analyzed an introduction of the time delay in the IMF and PSW parameters. The results of this study are presented in Table 1 , where the maximum values of the PE coefficients obtained in the series of numerical simulations are presented. One can see that the most acceptable Figure 7 . Diurnal dynamics of the correlation coefficient between the real and forecasted values of the critical frequency at forecasting to 2 hours (1) and 3 hours (2) ahead. The input database contains the sequence of the critical frequencies and the derivative.
is the delay by 1.5-2.5 hours and 0.5 hour for the forecast to 1 and 2 and 3 hours ahead, respectively. The presence of the extreme for long delay times characterizes complicated relaxation processes in the ionosphere.
[35] Determination of the optimal time delay for each forecasting version was performed in several stages. At the first stage the input porthole of the neuron network was regulated to simulate the corresponding delay. At the second stage, at each fixed delay the neuron network was once again training and tested, that is, 10 times in a row the testing interval was forecasted and the PE coefficient was calculated. Then the procedure was repeated for the next time delay of the IMF and PSW parameters. At the third stage, out of each 10-element set of the PE values the maximum value was chosen and presented in Table 1 . Similar strategy was used for each version of the forecast thrice so three curves are obtained for each group. The maxima in all groups of curves show that for the forecast to 1 hour the most acceptable is Figure 8 . Diurnal dynamics of the correlation coefficient at forecasting to 2 hours. The input database contains the sequence of the critical frequencies, the derivative, the magnetic field modulus, and the z component of IMF with the delay by 1 hour.
the delay of the IMF and PSW parameters by 1.5-2.5 hours, whereas for the forecasts to 2 and 3 hours the delay in the parameters by 0.5 hour is enough. This demonstrates that there is a corresponding physical delay in ionospheric events relative to the IMF parameters. It is worth noting that according to the data of Zevakina and Kiseleva [1985] a 2-to 4-hour delay is observed between the maximum deviation of the critical frequency from the mean value and the maximum value of the Dst geomagnetic index. The combination of sequences: sequence of the critical frequencies, the first derivative over the critical frequency sequence, IMF modulus, and the Bz component of IMF (with the 1-hour delay) is the most effective and increases PE and the total correlation coefficient up to 80.8% and 0.91, respectively.
[36] Figure 8 illustrates the influence of the general increase in the forecast quality on the diurnal dynamics of the correlation coefficient for the 2-hour forecast with the delay of the IMF parameters by 1 hour. Compared to Figure 7 (line 1), Figure 8 shows an improvement of the forecast in the morning and daytime hours and in the evening around 1900 UT.
[37] While solving the problem of an increase of the 3-hour forecast, the search for an optimal training multitude led to the following results. The addition of Dst increases PE and R from 58.7% and 0.78 to 60% and 0.79, respectively, whereas the addition of DI and hydrodynamic pressure does not influence. The successful combination for the 2-hour forecast found earlier (the sequence of the critical frequencies, derivative over the sequence of the critical frequencies, modulus of IMF, and the Bz component of IMF with the delay by 1 hour) does not improve the quality of the 3-hour forecast.
[38] The analysis of the behavior of the diurnal dynamics of the correlation coefficient for the 3-hour forecast showed insignificant changes in the picture as compared to Figure 7 (line 2). Only general increase in the forecast accuracy is observed at addition of new input data.
Numerical Experiments for the Forecast to 12 and 24 Hours
[39] One of the advantages of the ANN method is its use in automatic forecasting of ionospheric parameters with permanent tuning to the changing external conditions and with taking into account the prehistory of the studied process. Thus an important part of this study is performing numerical simulations of long-term forecasts 12 and 24 hours ahead. Below the results concerning the process prehistory are presented.
[40] The results were the following. For the forecast to 12 hours (see Figure 9 ) at the input of the sequence of the critical frequencies and the derivative the forecast accuracy was PE = 57% and R = 0.8. For the forecast for a day (see Figure 10) at the same input data the accuracy was higher (PE = 80.3% and R = 0.9). There is nothing astonishing in the fact that the forecast to a day was more reliable. The matter is that the training of the neural network and the further work on the forecast to a day were to recalculate each point of the critical frequency sequence into a similar (by value) point just shifted by one day. This result is close to the results of a "naive" forecast which is performed by substitution of the forecasting value by the previous one. Figure 11 illustrates the dependence of the quality of the critical frequency prediction on the forecast- ing versions: only on the basis of the process prehistory, on the basis of the prehistory completed by the IMF and PSW parameters, and by the "naive" forecast method.
[41] At forecasting by the "naive" forecast method to 12 and 32 hours, high negative values of the correlation coefficient correspond to the regression equation line that is almost perpendicular to the regression equation line for the maximum correlation. In this case we may state that there is no correlation and the "naive" forecast should not be applied.
[42] Further search for a valid training multitude led to the following results. For the 12-hour forecast the success- ful combination of the input sequences is the sequence of the critical frequencies, hydrodynamic pressure (the 2.5-hour delay in PSW), derivative, and the values of the Dst index. This combination led to an increase of PE and R from 57% to 57.1% and from 0.8 to 0.9, respectively. The sequence of the critical frequencies, derivative, magnetic filed modulus, and the z component of IMF with a delay by 2.5 hours also in combination with the values of the Dst index increased considerable PE and R up to 58% and 0.9, respectively.
[43] The quality of the 24-hour forecast was increased using the only combination of the training data. This combination was the sequence of the critical frequencies, its first Figure 11 . Dependence of the prediction quality on the forecast version. The dotted line shows the "naive" forecast. The solid line shows the neural network forecast at the training only by the prehistory. The dashed line shows the maximum forecast quality reached with the neural network.
derivative, and the values of DI (the difference between the observed and mean values of the critical frequency). This combination increased the forecast reliability considerable. The values of PE and R increased from 80% to 89% and from 0.9 to 0.94, respectively. All other combinations and inclusion of other parameters brought no useful information into the training process and was not able to influence the diurnal forecast. In the same way as in other numerical simulations, it was confirmed that the delay of the PSW and IMF relative the other parameters by 3 hours and more cannot train the neural network well and the optimum delay time is 2.5 hours. [44] In this paper on the basis of the artificial neural networks (ANN) we developed algorithms of forecasting of the critical frequency of the ionospheric F 2 layer to time intervals 1, 2, and 3 hours and longer. To do this, a search for the valid training multitude and ANN architecture was performed. The main result of the conducted complex study of the operation of the created ANN for forecasting of the critical frequency of the ionospheric F 2 layer was an increase of the efficiency of the forecast if the parameters of the solar wind, interplanetary magnetic field, and geomagnetic indices are additionally used. This made it possible to find the peculiarities of the physical process determining the behavior of the critical frequency and, first of all, to determine its characteristic time. The practical value of the performed work is a possibility of application of its results for real-time specification of the ionospheric model needed for providing the shortwave communication.
Conclusions and Perspectives
[45] As a result, some problems concerning the development of ANN are determined and practical conclusions are drawn having an applied importance:
[46] 1. Because of nonlinear internal memory the application of a double-layer neuron network with the Elman feedbacks is the most proper instrument for forecasting time sequences. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm of ANN training on the basis of the method of backpropagation of the error showed itself as the most reliable while working with a large number of the input databases (three and more). Its application made it possible to tune the neural network parameters in such a way that the at introducing into the network of new unknown test data the network was able to adapt quickly to the new conditions. The success of the ANN in forecasting of ionospheric parameters in the online regime will essentially depend on the abilities of the network to be adapted to dynamically changing external factors.
[47] 2. The forecasting of the critical frequency to 1 hour may be successfully performed after training by two sets of the initial data: by the sequence of the critical frequencies and its first derivative. The accuracy of the forecast in this case is: PE = 92% and R = 0.96. The decrease of the forecast accuracy at the nighttime and evening hours can be explained by the peculiarities of the ionosphere F 2-layer behavior due to the reformation of the ionosphere.
[48] 3. At the calculation of the forecast to hour, an addition of any parameter out of Dst and DI leads to an increase of PE by about 1%. Introduction into the training sequence of the values of the hydrodynamic pressure or z component of the magnetic field with a delay by 1 hour leads to the same increase in PE. The added parameters increase the forecast accuracy at the evening and night hours.
[49] 4. The most effective delay of the IMF and PSW parameters relative to the rest of the data is the delay by 2 hours. The delay by 3 hours and more makes the training of the neuron network difficult and that leads to a low quality of the forecast. This result agrees with the physical causes of the delay.
[50] 5. At the calculation of the forecast to 2 hours, the adding of the global geomagnetic activity index Dst to the sequence of the critical frequencies and derivatives increases PE from 78% to 80%. The addition of the IMF modulus and [51] 6. Solving the problem of an increase of the accuracy of the 3-hour forecast, the addition of Dst to the sequence of the critical frequencies and derivative increases PE and R from 59% to 60% and from 0.78 to 0.8, respectively. The addition of DI or hydrodynamic pressure shows no significant influence.
[52] 7. In some cases a more long-term forecast of the critical frequencies with the efficiency up to 89% is possible. On the whole, the addition of the delayed by 2.5-hour IMF and PSW parameters (hydrodynamic pressure) and the Dst index improve the forecasts for the periods in question, increasing PE by about 1%. The accuracy of the forecast to 24 hours increases by 8% if DI or the averaged sequence of frequencies is included into the training sequence.
[53] 8. The number of the ANN training parameters should correspond to the physical processes occurring in the solar-terrestrial relations and should be limited enough to avoid an overloading of the network, i.e., adaptation to vast data volume and increase of the training time.
[54] All the results obtained in the work are summarized in Table 2 .
[55] Application of artificial neuron networks is able to provide an universal automatic forecast of parameters of ionospheric processes on the basis of continuous satellite data, magnetic measurements on the ground, and results of the vertical and oblique ionospheric sounding. Currently the necessary data may be obtained in the online regime. In a perspective a computer installation including ANN and service facilities may be created. Such installation would make it possible to forecast to a few hours in advance with high reliability in an automatic regime parameters of the ionospheric shortwave channel using the oblique sounding data. The installation would make it possible to find the relation between the radio channel parameters to the changing solar and geomagnetic situation, taking into account the space weather phenomena caused by solar activity.
[56] The application of the ANN method transforms forecasting of the required value from some formal, established in advance with some accuracy, operation to an intellectual process. This process is permanently fitted to changing solar-terrestrial conditions, taking into account the features of the entire prehistory. Thus the process has both quick and slow memory. Combination of various forecasting methods and ionospheric data correction using both the technical means of sounding and developed computation algorithms, broadens considerably the possibilities of providing a high quality of forecasting of the ionospheric shortwave channel.
[57] Thus forecasting of the ionospheric parameters on the basis of the ANN method makes it possible to obtain reliable results without attracting a description of the physical process. The network training should be provided by the continuous flow of the data needed. The results of the performed forecast were already used for correction of the ionospheric model and synthesis of the oblique sounding ionograms at the Inskip (England)-Nizhny Novgorod path [Barkhatov et al., 2003] . The comparison of the experimental and computed ionograms demonstrated an improvement of the quality of the forecasted ionograms as compared to the old models.
[58] Concluding it is worth mentioning that the method ANN developed for forecasting of ionosphere parameters we plan to use further for forecasting of the main parameters of the ionospheric SW channel: maximum usable frequency (MUF) and optimal working frequency (OWF) using the data of the oblique LFM (linearly frequency modulated) sounding obtained at the Inskip (England)-Rostov on Don path. The observations at this path are carried out around the clock during more than half a year and a vast database (about 5000 ionograms) needed for training the neuron network in various geophysical conditions is compiled. Using the vast database of the oblique ionospheric sounding, on the basis of the forecast the range of variations in the key parameters of the solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field will be evaluated. These parameters determine the de-velopment of magnetic storms. They are manifested in negative disturbances of the electron concentration leading to a reduction of the forecasting accuracy and HF radio communication reliability. Recommendation on the change of the strategy of the LFM ionosondes network operation during disturbances (changes in the sounding intervals and obtaining of the sounding data in the real time) to adapt radio electronic systems to the current state of the ionosphere will be formulated. We consider this aim very actual because of the development of the Russian network of the LFM sounding paths for providing effective operation of various radio electronic systems. Applied to this aim the ANN method would optimize the work of the LFM sounding for providing high quality of the forecast to various time intervals in different geophysical conditions.
